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Experts on public trial: on democratizing expertise
through a Danish consensus conference

Anders Blok

Citizen deliberation on technoscientific developments is regularly regarded as
a hallmark of Danish democracy, embodied in particular by the Danish Board
of Technology. Few empirically guided questions have been raised, however,
as to how the Board’s democratic projects actually work. Through a case
study of the May 2003 Danish consensus conference on environmental
economics as a policy tool, the article reflects on the politics of expert author-
ity permeating practices of public participation. Adopting concepts from the
sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK), the conference is seen as opening
up the “black box” of environmental economics, forcing economists into
attempted justifications of their shared normative and methodological com-
mitments. The failure of environmental economists to reflect on their social
value positions is suggested as key to understanding their less-than-success-
ful defense in the citizen perspective. Further, consensus conferences are
viewed alternatively as “expert dissent conferences,” serving to disclose a
multiplicity of expert commitments. From this perspective, some challenges
for democratizing expertise through future exercises in public participation
are suggested.

1. Introduction: democratizing expertise?

Under the label of “knowledge society,” notions of the autonomy of science and its strict sep-
aration from political life have come under increasing attack. Contemporary approaches in
sociopolitical analysis have suggested the need for seriously rethinking the “social contract”
between science and society (Gibbons et al., 1994; Latour, 2004; Elam and Bertilsson, 2002).
As a reaction against the long-term tendency towards a scientization of politics, with grow-
ing technical complexity increasing the reliance of governmental activities on various forms
of expert advice, calls are now being made for a democratization of expertise (Funtowicz and
Ravetz, 1992; Brown et al., 2004). Inspired by deep disagreements between experts and lay
people on issues such as biotechnology and genetic testing, these calls are starting to impact
on policy discussions. In the British context, the House of Lords in 2000 asked for enhanced
public engagement in scientific affairs, and the European Commission committed itself in
2001 to “sustained dialogue between experts, public and policy makers” (Irwin and Michael,
2003: 56–62; European Commission, 2001). Concomitantly, growing international attention
is directed towards Scandinavian experiences in setting up open, inclusive science and tech-
nology policy cultures. In particular, techniques of citizen–expert dialogue such as consensus
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conferences, pioneered by the Danish Board of Technology (DBT), are viewed as positive
contributions to an evolving scientific democracy.

In this article, I use a case study method to reflect upon questions surrounding the
prospects and limitations for democratizing expertise within the public deliberative forum of
a consensus conference. As pointed out recently by Carolan (2005), little is still known about
this democratization process itself. While consensus conferences and similar practical models
of deliberative democracy have received widespread academic attention, few attempts have
thus far been made to study such participatory projects empirically from this perspective
(Pellizzoni, 2001; Bruun Jensen, 2005).1 Rather than citizen participation as such, my approach
focuses on the dynamics of expertise and the politics of expert authority permeating deliber-
ative forums. The specific case under study is a four-day conference organized by the DBT in
May 2003 on the theme of environmental economics as a policy tool. I argue that this event
embodies a potentially far-reaching conception of democratizing relations between science,
policy and the public. It invited lay people to exercise their “scientific citizenship” (Irwin,
2001) by opening the “black box” of environmental economics (cf. Yonay, 1998). Conversely,
it required for environmental economists to attempt to explain and justify their shared com-
mitments to a lay audience. The overall question is how this experiment in democratizing
environmental economic expertise played out in practice.

Needless to say, environmental economics is the subject of heated academic and politi-
cal controversies, in Denmark as elsewhere (Grove-White, 1997; Corry, 2003). In particular,
as noted by Dryzek (1997: 72), views on environmental cost–benefit analysis differ dramati-
cally, ranging from economists propagating it as rational decision-making to philosophers’
and environmentalists’ perceived defense of nature, altruism and morality.2 Indeed, environ-
mental economics might be seen as a frontier where competing worldviews, or “nature-cultures,”
clash, leading to intractable controversies without agreement on either facts or principles
(Latour, 2004; Siu, 2002). In such situations, deliberation becomes difficult, as conflicting
parties speak different and seemingly incommensurable languages (Pellizzoni, 2001: 69–72).
Attempts at democratizing expertise through consensus conferences are likely to involve
polarizing tendencies. However, as will be argued in this article, in situations characterized by
technoscientific “black-boxing,” democratization is linked to the questioning of dominant sci-
entific assumptions and justifications (Goven, 2003). Environmental economics is a black box
of hidden assumptions, values and justifications. Opening the box requires counter-experts,
making questions of selecting, framing, enhancing and contesting expertise essential for the
democratic virtue of consensus conferences. Analyzing this politics of expert authority is the
main thrust of the article.

2. Analytic approach: SSK in action

Setting the stage for this exploration, consensus conferences can initially be conceptualized
as tools of scientific democracy, in that they confer on citizens the capacity to take a stand
on technoscientific trajectories (Bruun Jensen, 2005: 223). During consensus conferences,
experts and counter-experts seek to justify their various cognitive and normative commit-
ments to certain technoscientific issues in front of a lay “jury,” giving it some flavor of a
courtroom drama (Mohr, 2002: 63–4). Tellingly, enrolled participants in consensus confer-
ences are said to comprise expert and citizen “panels,” respectively, adding to the quasi-
legal atmosphere. Contrary to the courtroom, however, consensus conferences allow for a
multiplicity of perspectives on the issues at hand, rather than a simple duality of “for” or
“against.” Concomitantly, such conferences stage a more complex politics of expertise
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than do most juridical settings.3 As this article attempts to demonstrate, the 2003 Danish
consensus conference on environmental economics as a policy tool proved a particularly
vivid illustration.

To investigate this multifaceted drama in more specific terms, the article maps the ways
in which views expressed by the assembled citizen panel on environmental economics reflect
the dynamics of expert authority permeating the consensus conference. The main part of the
article is thus devoted to these expert dynamics of selection, framing, contestation and credi-
bility-management. Before analyzing this, however, I briefly provide introductions to con-
sensus conferences, the Danish macro-political context, and the views of the citizen panel, in
order to contextualize the relevant lay–expert relationships. Analytically, this entire discus-
sion is framed by drawing on concepts from within the sociology of scientific knowledge
(SSK), notably those of authors such as Bruno Latour, Alan Irwin and Brian Wynne. For lack
of space, I do not provide any detailed account of their conceptual frameworks, introducing
concepts instead as an integral part of the analysis. In this sense, the article reads as an exer-
cise in “SSK in action.”4

The particular justification for adopting an SSK perspective on consensus conferences
derives from the novel insights gained into their reliance on lay–expert boundaries, negotia-
tion of knowledge claims and the politics of expertise (Mohr, 2002). Within the SSK litera-
ture referred to here, scientific knowledge is generally understood as interpretative, mediated
and contestable, rather than self-evidently valid and authoritative. Following this assertion,
SSK analyses have been influential in opening up the “science–policy nexus” to detailed
empirical study of its negotiability, historical contingencies and cross-cultural variations. As
Smith (2003: 72–3) points out, most theoretical writings on deliberative democracy, on the
other hand, remain highly abstract. By employing concepts from SSK to this real-world
instance of public deliberation, I attempt to start bridging some gaps between the political
philosophies of deliberative democracy and SSK approaches to the politics of knowledge.
Exploring the full theoretical implications of this encounter is beyond the scope of the arti-
cle.5 In that sense, the article is explorative rather than explanatory, although some implica-
tions flowing from this SSK approach for deliberative democratic practice are sketched out in
the end.

In terms of analytic focus, I restrict myself mainly to the micro-politics of expert contesta-
tion manifested during the actual conference itself. As temporally and spatially situated events,
the politics of expertise involved in consensus conferences is obviously broader than this. Such
politics might be said to unfold in different stages, corresponding to an outside–inside–outside
pattern, with wider sociopolitical influences being “mediated” into the conference and
then brought back out again via, for instance, media reporting (cf. Purdue, 1999). While
focusing on the conference itself, I do provide a brief introduction to the pre-conference
macro-politics of environmental economics in Denmark. This is done to the effect that
preliminary knowledge about this macro context is necessary for understanding the micro-
politics of expertise during the conference. However, the somewhat peculiar recent advent
of environmental economics in Denmark is not the main topic, deserving rather its own
exposition elsewhere.6 Instead, by focusing on the micro-politics of expert authority perme-
ating this particular consensus conference, I aim to elucidate central dynamics of wider
generality to instances of public deliberation. The precise extent of generalizability is
necessarily a matter of interpretation, an issue to which I return in the concluding parts of
the article.

Methodologically, my account is primarily based on text analysis of conference docu-
ments and standard audience participation at the conference itself. This is supplemented by
an interview with the responsible DBT project coordinator.7 Given the objectives of this
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study, I acknowledge some limitations inherent in this methodology. However, since no
records of citizen panel discussions exist, and since no access is provided to these delibera-
tions, I consider the methods employed here the near-best possible.8 After all, texts play a cru-
cial role in stabilizing the networks involved in a consensus conference (Mohr, 2002: 68–70).
With no access to actual discussions, I rely on the notion that implicitly the citizen statement
text signals what types of knowledge and which experts the citizens have agreed to privilege
(Fixdal, 1997: 373).9 While emphasizing the dynamics of expertise, however, the normative
view of citizens as passive receivers of expert knowledge should be resisted. Rather, it is a
matter of elucidating central citizen–expert interrelations.

In broader normative terms, the article should be read as a “sympathetic criticism” of
consensus conferences (cf. Smith, 2003: 57). While highlighting questions of power and
expert authority seldom discussed in these contexts, I would still maintain that consensus
conferences belong to the best practical models of deliberation around. The DBT has proven
consensus conferences to be appropriate and successful in Denmark in the past, and the
model has been shown to “travel well” to other sociocultural contexts (Joss, 1998; Einsiedel
et al., 2001). Obviously, this does not mean that consensus conferences are flawless, neither
ideally nor practically.10 Indeed, I aim to highlight some of the potential problems of expert
authority permeating such deliberative forums. However, for the very reason of the model’s
relative attractiveness, consensus conferences may legitimately be viewed as “exemplary
cases” for discussing the democratization of expert authority (cf. Flyvbjerg, 1998). By exam-
ining this and other real-world cases of democratization, we stand to learn by example
(Carolan, 2005: 4).

3. Consensus conferences as tools of democracy

In the literature on deliberative democracy, consensus conferences usually figure promi-
nently among the practical models or “experiments” in engaging the public in political deci-
sion-making. They normally sit alongside citizens’ juries, negotiated rulemaking, action
planning workshops and citizen-based advisory committees, all examples of true public par-
ticipation as opposed to mere communication mechanisms (Rowe and Frewer, 2005). While
obviously substantially different, these techniques all draw on common ideal notions of
public participation in deliberative processes, characterized by inclusive, unconstrained and
reasoned political dialogue (Smith, 2003). Broadly following Habermas’ regulative ideal of
communicative rationality, such processes are seen to allow citizens to reflect upon prefer-
ences and foster mutual understandings (Dryzek, 2000: 1). Amongst the different practical
techniques, consensus conferences can be said to possess comparatively attractive features.
These include the early involvement of citizens in setting agendas prior to expert involve-
ment, an independence from vested interests and transparency to the public (Rowe and
Frewer, 2000: 17–20; Barns, 1996). By 2002, approximately 50 consensus conferences had
been held at various venues throughout the world, including the UK, New Zealand and Japan
(Brown et al., 2004).11 This global reach testifies to the popularity of consensus conferences
as new tools of policy deliberation on controversial issues relating to biotechnology, medi-
cine or the environment.

As pointed out by Andrew Barry, there is an often ignored technicality to politics.
Devices such as press conferences, parliamentary debates, voting by ballot, public demon-
strations and opinion polls are all crucial in enabling the exercise of political agency (Barry,
2002). Consensus conferences are no exception, relying as they do on highly structured
interactions between citizens and experts (Maranta et al., 2003: 160). Put briefly, consensus
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conferences work the following way. The organizers establish a panel of 14 to 16 citizens,
taking sociodemographic characteristics into account. Simultaneously, a planning commit-
tee of approximately six to eight professional experts in various aspects of the issue is
assembled, with the overall task of securing the “disciplinary balance” of the project (DBT,
2003a: 4).12 Introductory material is written, often by a science journalist, gets accepted by
the planning committee and is distributed to the citizens. During preparatory meetings, citi-
zens draft questions and select preferred experts from suggestions put together by the plan-
ning committee. At the conference itself, experts answer questions in public sessions, before
the citizen panel write down their common opinions in a final document. This document then
gets distributed to relevant stakeholders. Significantly, in the Danish context, the DBT has
strong links to the national parliament, raising the chance of policy impact (Rowe and
Frewer, 2000; Joss, 1998).

As tools of democratic deliberation, consensus conferences are thus clearly not
“unconstrained” in the sense of communicative rationality. However, public deliberation is
often appropriately justified in terms of three virtues (Pellizzoni, 2001: 66–8). First, it
involves a civic virtue, producing more informed, active, cooperative and thus “better” cit-
izens. Second, it provides governance virtue in the sense of enhancing the legitimacy of
decisions. Third, it promises cognitive virtue by articulating viewpoints clearly, bringing
different perspectives to an issue and clarifying substantive controversies. In this article, I
want to highlight a specific conception of the cognitive virtue aspect of consensus confer-
ences, related to the public contesting of dominant scientific viewpoints (Goven, 2003).
Doing so, however, I abandon the “strong” Habermasian conception of cognitive virtue as
the consensual singling out of the best argument (Pellizzoni, 2001). Instead, I consider it
more adequate to note how consensus conferences are in valuable respects also “expert dis-
sent conferences” (O’Neill, 2007). Consensus conferences can serve to publicly reveal
expert commitments and disagreements, thus carrying the potential for heightened self-
awareness amongst narrow expert cultures (Wynne, 1996a: 43). Additionally, disclosing
expert disagreements is a precondition for citizens to exercise reasoned judgment between
validity claims, since knowledge about arguments from other perspectives is needed to fos-
ter “rational skepticism.” Employing such rational skepticism, citizens may in turn reach
sensible practical solutions to bounded, practical problems. In sum, this may be considered
a “weak” version of the cognitive virtue view on consensus conferences (cf. Pellizzoni,
1999: 119–20). However, the structural characteristics of consensus conference delibera-
tions still make them much more likely providers of such virtues than ordinary processes
of public communication.

As well as being “expert dissent conferences,” consensus conferences in general, and the
conference on environmental economics in particular, can usefully be conceptualized as
“extended peer communities” for technoscientific professionals (Fixdal, 1997).13 During
these conferences, the usually secluded worlds of scientific and technological practices are
rendered more or less transparent to a lay audience, which comes to function as part of the
deliberating peer group. Technoscientific “black boxes,” that is accepted knowledge hitherto
taken for granted as matters of fact (cf. Latour, 1987: 2), are hence potentially opened up for
public scrutiny. Such scrutiny may pertain to any of the supporting components, or “allies,”
comprising scientific black boxes, including theoretical paradigms, methodological princi-
ples, common practices, instruments, organizations, people, and so forth. During the particu-
lar consensus conference under study, the black box of environmental economics, together
with environmental economists themselves, was staged for scrutiny in what might be called a
“public trial of strength.” With their public reputation at stake, representatives of the “epis-
temic community” of environmental economists worked hard to convince citizens of the
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validity and political usefulness of their work (cf. Haas, 1992). Meanwhile, various expert
“dissenters” worked to challenge these aspirations in multiple ways, creating a micro-cosmos
of expert negotiation whose outcome could not be determined in advance and where knowl-
edge was hence in-the-making.

What is particularly noteworthy about this case is the explicit way in which a scientific
black box is opened in front of the public, with “scientific citizens” having the last word
regarding its applicability to issues of common concern (cf. Irwin and Michael, 2003).
Contrary to most previous consensus conferences, which have focused on specific techno-
logical issues such as genetically modified organisms (GMOs) or cloning, this conference
explicitly staged the very expertise of environmental economists on a public trial. Rather than
material technologies, what was being scrutinized was the “intellectual technologies” of envi-
ronmental economics (cf. Miller and Rose, 1990). While obviously important, this difference
should not be exaggerated, especially since material and intellectual technologies inevitably
intertwine, as seen for instance in the reliance of environmental economics on material infra-
structures of pollution sensors, computer simulations, databases and so on (cf. Barry, 2001;
Asdal, 1998). However, one may still observe that the linkage between the intellectual tech-
nologies under scrutiny and a particular epistemic community, that of environmental econo-
mists, was tighter in this case than is usual for consensus conferences. This does not, I argue,
make the conference under study exceptional or deviant. Instead it means that one generic
feature of consensus conferences, their micro-politics of expertise, is particularly striking in
this case. Hence it becomes a privileged site for studying the unfolding of such politics of
expertise, understood as a structured dispute over the cognitive and social authority of a body
of specialized scientific knowledge (cf. Pellizzoni, 2003).14

In what follows, I analyze how and why environmental economists failed somewhat in
this public trial. First, I briefly examine the importance of the macro-political context of
environmental economics in Denmark (section 4). I then introduce in some more detail the
public understanding of environmental economics, as manifested in the citizens’ statement
(section 5). This serves as background for section 6, which presents the main empirical
analysis of the politics of expert authority during the conference itself. Finally, in section 7,
the main argument is summarized and some more general suggestions as to the democratiz-
ing potentials of consensus conferences are put forward.

4. The macro-politics of environmental economics

Consensus conferences deal with technoscientific topics of relevance to the public and of an
uncertain, contested and controversial character (Fixdal, 1997: 370). It might thus at first
seem surprising that an esoteric sub-discipline of economics has come to be viewed as
broadly relevant to the Danish public. As explored below, the impacts of controversial statis-
tician Bjørn Lomborg and “his” Institute for Environmental Assessment (IMV) could hardly
be exaggerated in this regard (Harste, 2003). Additionally, environmental economics is a
highly policy-relevant science, and environmental economists often perform as policy advi-
sors. As such, the field inhabits a “science–policy nexus,” in which knowledge production is
at least partly inseparable from policy processes (cf. van der Sluijs et al., 1998). Much envi-
ronmental economics is “regulatory science” in Sheila Jasanoff’s (1990) sense: knowledge
developed in response to the requirements of government and industry. Indeed, the relatively
recent rise to prominence of environmental economic policy advice in Denmark formed the
explicitly acknowledged background to the entire conference (DBT, 2003a: 2).
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In 2001, the current Danish right-of-center government introduced a novel catchphrase
to the discourse on environmental policy: “more environment for money” (Corry, 2003). The
catchphrase signaled at least two policy commitments: a general predilection for resource-
efficient environmental policy and a greater reliance on environmental economic policy advice.
Regarding the former, the government took steps to reduce state environmental spending,
often attracting widespread public criticism (Jamison, 2003). As for the politics of expertise,
the new government-affiliated policy research Institute for Environmental Assessment (IMV)
was created during 2002, relying largely on environmental cost–benefit analysis. The contro-
versial “anti-environmentalist”15 Lomborg was appointed managing director of IMV. While
formally independent, the government’s simultaneous endorsement of environmental eco-
nomics and Lomborg raised suspicion amongst environmental scientists and left-of-center
politicians. Some viewed IMV largely as a government tool for legitimizing cutbacks in state
environmental spending. Owing to sustained media attention, by the time of the May 2003
consensus conference, environmental economics was already highly politicized at the level of
national government.

This political context inevitably influenced the consensus conference on several levels.
While he was not physically present, the issue of Lomborg haunted the expert panel, contribut-
ing to tensions amongst representatives of IMV and experts from other institutions. One obvi-
ous example saw a natural scientist explicitly criticizing IMV reports and emphasizing the
“well-known political attitudes of its managing director” (DBT, 2003a: 50). Most probably,
established “story-lines” (cf. Hajer, 1995) linking Lomborg, environmental economics, and state
cutbacks on environmental spending likewise contributed to general skepticism and mistrust
amongst citizen panel members. In regard to post-conference reactions by politicians, the fact
that environmental economics had already produced solid political positions may help explain
why the parliamentary group on environmental policy did not discuss the citizens’ statement (cf.
Fixdal, 1997: 370). The current government was simply committed to environmental econom-
ics already. According to the DBT project coordinator, this relative lack of political interest is
both atypical and disappointing. However, it does not necessarily render the conference inef-
fectual, as media reporting and interest generated within professional environmental communi-
ties are likely to exert some degree of influence on opinion-forming processes.16

Perhaps more fundamentally, however, the recent government endorsement of environ-
mental economics helped frame the agenda for discussion. According to the project coordina-
tor, the DBT deliberately sought to escape the highly polarized “for-or-against” rhetoric, opting
instead for an investigation of strengths and weaknesses of the tools of environmental eco-
nomics. The underlying framing assumption seems to have been that environmental econom-
ics would become increasingly influential in the future. In the information material prepared
prior to deliberations, this assumption is stated in the opening paragraphs, complemented by
similar statements by a government representative (DBT, 2003b: 2, 27–8). While not neces-
sarily pre-empting the citizens’ option of downright rejection, this prior framing did introduce
a level of political realism. Rejecting environmental economics on purely cognitive or ethical
grounds would arguably be politically naive in this context. Most likely, this framing is an
important factor behind the “yes but” character of the citizen panel’s statement, as explored in
more detail below. The point here is not to suggest that the DBT somehow biased the discus-
sion. Rather, the fairly obvious implication is that real-world mechanisms of deliberative
democracy take place against power asymmetries and can hardly be abstracted from its macro-
political context (O’Neill, 2007). Accordingly, questions of deliberative legitimacy and cogni-
tive virtue cannot be settled in the abstract, but need sensitivity to both the macro-political
context and the micro-politics of expert authority.
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5. Environmental economics as a citizens’ concern

As a type of specialized knowledge likely to impact on future Danish environmental policy,
environmental economics hence came to be defined as a concern for scientific citizens during
this consensus conference. Concomitantly, as already noted, environmental economists were
forced into attempts of justifying their shared commitments towards the assembled lay audi-
ence effectively acting as an extended peer group. Before turning to the main arguments con-
cerning the micro-politics of expertise involved in these attempts, it proves useful to consider
a related question: on balance, how successful were environmental economists in defending
their methodological and normative viewpoints to the lay audience? Accessing the citizens’
understanding of environmental economics, as manifested in their consensus statement, pro-
vides a first step towards interpreting the dynamics of expert credibility and contestation so
crucial in shaping the outcome of consensus conferences.

At the most general level, as noted above, the citizen panel’s view on environmental eco-
nomics might be summarized as a “yes but”: “the method can be justified as a useful practi-
cal tool … provided certain fundamental conditions are fulfilled” (DBT, 2003a: 11). Rather
than simply saying yes or no to environmental economics, citizens provided a considered
analysis of its potentials and dangers.17 As already argued, part of the explanation for this “yes
but” outcome should be sought in the macro-political context surrounding and framing the
consensus conference. Still, if anything, citizens’ viewpoints lean towards skepticism. They
stress the importance of “fundamental values” regarding human life, nature and future gener-
ations, and sum up their conclusions in the following catchphrase: “money isn’t everything—
our environment is precious” (DBT, 2003a: 11). As such, the thrust of the citizens’ statement
may legitimately be viewed as being at odds with the above-mentioned “more environment
for money” policy commitments of the current Danish government.

More specifically, the following conditions and criticisms from the final citizens’ docu-
ment can be highlighted as essential for further analysis (DBT, 2003a: 11–20):18

● Expert disagreements: “environmental economists seem to disagree amongst them-
selves” on issues of application and choice of discount rate.19

● Uncertainty: environmental economics is characterized by major uncertainties, which
“should always be clearly and publicly stated in analyses.”

● Interdisciplinary cooperation: experts from disciplines such as sociology, psychology
and medicine should be included in research design and peer control, to counter the “nar-
rowly rational view of humans and the world in environmental economics.”

● Consumer versus citizen: willingness-to-pay studies suffer from an “overemphasis on the
role of humans as consumers rather than citizens.”

● Political responsibility: “ethical considerations should not be left to economists,” and
politicians should provide the goals of environmental policy, stressing the importance of
the precautionary principle.

● Ethical considerations: environmental economics risks “suspending other ethical values
such as community, care, [and] respect for the individual …”

While space precludes systematic discussion of this public understanding of environmental
economics, a few remarks about its character are warranted. As is evident, ethical considera-
tions are generally given a prominent position and framed as weak spots of environmental
economics, along lines well established in political philosophical debates (e.g. Paavola and
Bromley, 2002: 5–10). Perhaps more significantly, many of the critical points concern the
social and institutional arrangements surrounding the production of environmental economic
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analysis. This is true for citizens’ concerns about political responsibility, interdisciplinary
cooperation and uncertainties. By focusing on such institutional arrangements, the citizen
panel highlights the inevitably social and political character of environmental economics as
regulatory science. Generally, the citizen panel recommendations hereby suggest conditions
for making environmental economic analysis more socially trustworthy, rather than simply
scientifically valid in a narrow sense. This observation is in line with SSK research on lay cri-
teria for judging scientific claims (Wynne, 1996a). In short, environmental economists can be
said to have been less-than-successful in this public trial. Exploring why is the task of the
remainder of the article.

6. Framing, selecting and contesting expertise

Consensus conferences rely on a fundamental binary identity construction, where citizens
confront experts in a structured dialogue. Much of the rationale and dynamics of consensus
conferences stems from the deep ambiguities of these categories.20 At one level, the binary
opposition creates an emphasis on the “lay-ness” of citizens, making consensus conferences
seem like elaborate educational exercises in the “Public Understanding of Science” (PUS)
(Purdue, 1996; Elam and Bertilsson, 2002). As stated in connection to their cognitive virtues,
however, such conferences also derive their rationale from citizens’ opportunity to critically
scrutinize and discursively challenge expert forms of authority (Smith, 2003: 65). Citizens are
empowered to exercise their scientific citizenship, increasing the democratic legitimacy of the
science–policy nexus (Irwin and Michael, 2003: 43–55). In this reading, the “lay-ness” of
experts potentially becomes visible, highlighting the social commitments and values embed-
ded in scientific knowledge (cf. Wynne, 1996b). This point is testified to by the ambivalent
position of experts during consensus conferences. While on the one hand experts retain their
role of key informants and advisors, their privileged status is on the other hand downplayed
by the inclusion of lay participants in the deliberating peer group (Pellizzoni, 2003: 338).
Indeed, in the case of environmental economic expertise, its socially contested and contro-
versial nature formed the rationale for public scrutiny and deliberation. Likewise, the explic-
itly stated objectives of the conference included public education, knowledge of public
attitudes, and the cognitive scrutiny of environmental economics (DBT, 2003c: 2). Such
ambiguities of objectives and identities necessarily influence and shape the terms of political
engagement between lay and expert actors.

In their very institutional structure, consensus conferences thus mirror existing inequali-
ties of scientific competence and “cognitive authority” in modern societies (O’Neill, 2007;
Turner, 2003: 24–9). Another ambiguity in the citizen–expert relationship is hereby intro-
duced: while citizens ideally internalize some expert knowledge, the impenetrable semantics
and social status of experts may lend them too much authority in discussions (Fixdal, 1997:
372). Environmental economics is a complex field of knowledge, and given time constraints
much will rely on the testimony of individual environmental economists. Rather than citizens
simply assessing information, expert authority is likely to be evaluated in light of institutional
affiliation, disciplinary background, communication skills and general social demeanor
(Aldred and Jacobs, 2000; Purdue, 1999: 84). This is not a shortcoming of the model but a
precondition.21 However, it does make expert selection crucial to consensus conferences,
since legitimacy often hinges on perceptions of a fairly balanced expert panel. As the project
coordinator acknowledges, it forms an essential part of the “methodological responsibility”
of the DBT to make this aspect of the conference “impeccable.” But who exactly is an expert
on environmental economics as a policy tool?
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Environmental economists should obviously be included. In the final composition of the
panel, nine out of 19 experts were economists by education, with seven currently specializ-
ing in environmental economics (see Table 1). As part of the balancing, their institutional
affiliations were spread widely, mainly between academia and public policy advice. However,
various non-economists were included as experts as well. Three natural scientists from dif-
ferent disciplines provided expertise on the material aspects of environmental issues, while
three political scientists (and a politician) covered the policy aspects. Ethics and environ-
mental values were left in different ways to representatives of the Ethical Council, the Nature
Conservancy non-governmental organization (NGO), and an environmental sociologist.
Clearly, this heterogeneous group represents a broad range of perspectives on and interests in
environmental economics, encompassing both “scientific” and “opinion-forming” experts
(Fixdal, 1997: 372). Important inter-expert tensions were evident, notably between economic
experts and counter-experts from natural science, ethics and sociology; and between suppos-
edly independent academic and dependent government and industry experts (cf. Purdue,
1996: 533–6). Expert identities at consensus conferences are essentially contested, and expert
heterogeneity is crucial for realizing its cognitive virtues.

Depending on perspective, questions can always be raised as to the inclusiveness of the
expert representations. From within “green” political theory, the question of representing nature
in deliberation commands special attention (Dryzek, 2000: ch. 6; Eckersley, 1999). In this case,
while natural scientists might be assumed to “translate” the mute interests of nature,22 a moral
defense of the intrinsic value of nature was left almost exclusively to the Nature Conservancy
representative (DBT, 2003a: 37–8). Throughout her presentation, she stressed the dangers of
environmental economics inadvertently turning nature into a commodity, thus emphasizing the
limits to economic use-value thinking. Apart from this, issues regarding the fundamental
metaphor of “natural capital” underlying environmental economics were left almost untouched
(cf. Åkerman, 2003). Furthermore, it seems curious that no self-declared ecological economists
were included in the expert panel.23 Important as such observations are they suffer from their
counterfactual character: we do not know if the citizen panel would have judged differently, had
other forms of expertise been present. As it turned out, the expert panel was sufficiently hetero-
geneous to create ubiquitous expert disagreements, some aspects of which are dealt with next.

Facts, values and work of purification

While few people in the conference would probably deny the “value-relevance” of envi-
ronmental economics, the role of “value-judgments” within the discipline was a constant
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Table 1: Educational and institutional composition of the expert panel 

Institutional affiliation by educational background

Total Public 
Educational number policy Private Environmental Environmental Member of
background in panel Academic advice consultancy administration NGO Parliament

Environmental 7 2 3 1 1
economists

Economists, 2 2
other

Natural 4 3 1
scientists

Political 3 3
scientists

Other 3 2 1



source of contention.24 The citizen panel was obviously concerned with both narrowly
scientific and broader political, cultural and ethical aspects of this intellectual technol-
ogy. Still, for all the potential intermixing, much of the discussion seemed to implicitly
assume a “black box” view of environmental economics itself, conceptually separating
professional-technical from ethical-political dimensions (cf. Barns, 1996: 203–7). This
implicit framework is also visible, if not all-dominant, in the very structuring of questions
by the citizen panel, keeping scientific aspects away from the “ethics and culture” block.
By implication, expert contributions largely followed this pattern, with environmental
economists answering technical questions and non-economists tackling the ethical-political
dimensions. While partly justifiable in terms of keeping experts within their areas of exper-
tise, this framework carries its own limitations. First of all, it conveys an image of envi-
ronmental economics as suffering from methodological rather than foundational problems.
Secondly, it relies on questionable notions of politics somehow coming “after” the scien-
tific economic analysis.

Put theoretically, this fundamental structuring of the consensus conference bears witness
to what Latour (1993: ch. 2) calls the “Modern Constitution,” legislating the separation of
science from politics, knowledge from power, facts from values. In Latourian terms, however,
these distinctions are never solid and inflexible: they rely on a constant “work of purification,”
keeping from sight the myriad boundary crossings (Latour, 1993: 11). As previously argued,
environmental economics might generally be said to occupy just such a “hybrid” network
position in between science and policy. Looking at the expert contributions to the consensus
conference, much hard work of purification is evident. Right from the background material,
environmental economics was presented as suffering “methodological” shortcomings, as
when monetary valuation of biodiversity is said to fail due to lack of “systematic scientific
research” (DBT, 2003b: 6). Debates on uncertainties likewise tended to focus on “lack of
data,” again ignoring harder questions of ignorance and the “unknown unknowns.” Even more
fundamentally, a “purified” distinction between economics and politics provided the frame-
work for widespread expert ideas that, while economists provide the facts, politicians provide
the values. Noticeably, traces of this work of purification are arguably also visible in the cit-
izen panel’s views on uncertainty and political responsibility, although less so on other of its
expressed concerns.

Importantly, however, this “Modern Constitution” framing did not go unchallenged,
although potent attacks did not primarily come from the “ethics experts.” Concerns raised
by the Nature Conservancy representative on commoditization of nature and by the Ethical
Council representative on rationality and romanticism could easily be dismissed as too
vague and unspecific.25 Rather, “a-modern” reflections on human values in environmental
economics came primarily from two experts—a natural scientist and an environmental
sociologist—who could credibly claim to master the economic technicalities at stake (cf.
Wynne, 1996b: 365). Their contributions are termed “a-modern” in the Latourian sense of
simultaneously recognizing the “work of purification” and the boundary crossings between
facts and values going on underneath (“work of translation”) (Latour, 1993). Such reflec-
tions require “hybrid” forms of expertise. The natural scientist, well-spoken, authoritative
and internationally recognized, talked about uncertainties, ignorance and the precaution-
ary principle, highlighting the “unknown unknowns” and thus challenging environmen-
tal economists’ much more narrow conception of uncertainty (DBT, 2003a: 97–115;
Harremoüs et al., 2002). When judging from the prominence given to the precautionary
principle in the citizens’ statement, his challenges struck a chord with their concerns.
Stressing the precautionary principle seems to have been the citizens’ way of suggesting
a more defensible green decision rule than environmental cost–benefit analysis (cf.
Eckersley, 1999).
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The environmental sociologist, possessing experience in contingent valuation survey
methods, forcefully highlighted the limits of the utilitarian logic of environmental economics.
Interestingly, aspects of her presentation regarding ethical considerations and the citizen-ver-
sus-consumer problem resurfaced almost word-for-word in the citizens’ statement, suggest-
ing her high credibility in the context (DBT, 2003a: 92–5). Indeed, citizens’ concern about the
potential suspension of non-monetary values seems to refer almost exclusively to this testi-
mony. Furthermore, in a symbolic attack on environmental economics, the sociologist sug-
gested to set the discount rate at zero, thus self-consciously obfuscating the logic of
quantification over time. While aware that a discount rate of zero would dismantle the intel-
lectual machinery of environmental economics, economists were forced by this very sugges-
tion into debates exposing the range of expert opinions on this essential issue. Accordingly,
expert disagreement on the discount rate is given prominence in the citizens’ statement.
Amongst the experts present, the environmental sociologist arguably used the dramaturgical
aspects of consensus conferences most effectively. Rather than simply talking about value-
commitments and expert disagreements in environmental economics, she actively staged
them for the citizen panel (cf. Purdue, 1999: 84). This kind of “credibility-management” (cf.
Shapin, 1995: 258) was highly influential in opening up the black box of environmental eco-
nomics to democratic entry.

Uncertainty, rhetoric and credibility

In the micro-politics of consensus conferences, much thus depends on the “credibility-econ-
omy” of expert testimonies. As well as already mentioned factors such as intellectual rigor
and institutional affiliation, space is open for individual credibility-management along rhetor-
ical lines. Similar to what Brian L. Campbell has shown in the case of a Canadian public
inquiry, the rhetorics of uncertainty and expert consensus were central to these credibility-dis-
putes (Campbell, 1985). This is hardly surprising, given that judgments on uncertainties are
likely to influence citizens’ attitudes (Shapin, 1995: 269). While critics of environmental eco-
nomics would generally point to major uncertainties, its “promoters” pointed to a basic con-
sensus on principles and methods amongst practitioners (DBT, 2003a: 77, 89). However,
supplementary lines of rhetorical arguments were also brought forward. One environmental
economist thus emphasized the pragmatics of the “trust in numbers”: even if uncertainties are
huge, “a number is better than no number” when making the environment count in decision-
making (DBT, 2003a: 81).26 Additionally, several promoters made essentially the same point,
stressing how uncertainties in environmental economics stem from “imperfect natural scien-
tific knowledge” (DBT, 2003a: 89). While this may be partly true, the rhetorical effect of
blaming natural scientists for uncertainties while “purifying” economics was hard to miss for
the lay audience.

Significantly, however, promoters of environmental economics seem to have failed in
their art of persuasion. As outlined, in their final statement the citizens clearly pointed to per-
sistent expert disagreements, major uncertainties and limits to monetary valuation. Contrary
to environmental economists’ preoccupations, they highlighted institutional preconditions
for trusting environmental economic expertise, given their judgments of its very limitations.
In terms of the science–policy nexus, some of the citizen recommendations read as fairly
standard anti-technocracy viewpoints, such as the point about politicians retaining final
responsibility in environmental policy. Other recommendations, however, show citizens to
be more proactive. In particular, interdisciplinary cooperation and peer control is highlighted
as one major credibility-enhancing mechanism. As emphasized by SSK analysts such as
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Funtowicz/Ravetz and Wynne, “socially extended peer groups” are crucial for the greater
public legitimacy of science (Wynne, 1996a: 39).27 During this consensus conference, citi-
zens seem to have reached similar conclusions. Notably, however, the citizen panel sug-
gested only a scientific peer group extension, including natural scientists and other social
scientists to counter the framework of environmental economics. They did not propose to
include lay people or stakeholders in this process, thus pragmatically solving the issue of
demarcation between expertise and non-expertise.

Quite possibly, this point reflects a performative judgment of the expert panel dynam-
ics on the part of lay citizens. During the conference, environmental economists demon-
strated themselves to have “narrowly rational views of humans and the world,” while
sociologists and natural scientists proved themselves credible participants to these discus-
sions. According to the project coordinator, members of the citizen panel generally “lost
some respect for the environmental economic experts” during the conference because of
the economists’ “inability to listen to their concerns.” The non-economist experts, by con-
trast, seem to have enjoyed more credibility in the context. Arguably, this is not a case of
citizens misunderstanding environmental economists. Rather, the latter misunderstood the
former’s criteria for judging scientific credibility, by failing to reflect upon their own
social positioning and value commitments (cf. Wynne, 1996a: 43). One particularly strik-
ing example of this discrepancy concerned the treatment of expert disagreements on the
discount rate. While environmental economists talked about discount rates in purely sci-
entific terms, citizens were much more concerned with the socially real danger of “manip-
ulation” within the closed networks of regulatory science. Hence, they suggested the need
for an established consensus, to constrain the variability of environmental economic
analysis and enhance transparency to the public. In general, environmental economists
were thus continuously reminded of Theodore Porter’s (1995: 214) observation on Trust
in Numbers: “it requires institutional or personal credibility even to produce impersonal
numbers.”

7. Discussion: expert dissent and democratization

Environmental economic expertise was put on public trial in Denmark and barely made it
through. This article has reflected on some reasons why, focusing on the politics of exper-
tise permeating consensus conferences. Drawing on concepts from SSK, the conference is
conceptualized as an “extended peer community” for environmental economists, in which
they were forced into attempts of justifying their otherwise “black boxed” cognitive and nor-
mative commitments to a lay audience. Several dimensions of this politics of expertise stand
out. The macro-politics of environmental economics in Denmark provided the politicized
context for the consensus conference, adding layers of political realism to the cognitive and
ethical deliberations. Internal terms of engagement relied on micro-level questions of fram-
ing, selecting and contesting expertise, involving multiple and flexible expert identities in a
complex credibility-economy of individual testimonies. Fundamentally “modern” assump-
tions promoted the “black box” view of environmental economics, separating facts from
values. But this boundary-maintaining work was open to discursive challenges. Potent
demonstrations of human values inside the black box required not just ethical insight but
technical credibility, making it a somewhat scarce resource in deliberations. Once utilized,
this “hybrid” expertise seemingly enjoyed major credibility advantages, resonating well with
citizens’ crosscutting concerns.
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Indeed, the failure of environmental economists themselves to reflect on their social
positioning and value commitments may well provide the key to understanding their less-
than-successful defense amongst scientific citizens. These reflections are not meant to sug-
gest that consensus conferences are merely power struggles between experts, devoid of
deliberative legitimacy. Focusing on the politics of expertise permeating models of public
participation rather serves to question certain depoliticized approaches to deliberative
democracy, including what seems to be a dominant self-conception of the Danish Board of
Technology (cf. Bruun Jensen, 2005: 229). Their, and others’, attempts at using the language
of “unconstrained communicative rationality” and “free consensus building” simply misrep-
resent the realities of deliberation in actual policy processes. This is not so much a critique
of Habermas, as he remains fairly clear on the purpose of normative idealizations in a
broader project of discourse ethics (Habermas, 1993). However, when applied to practical
contexts, such depoliticized language becomes counterproductive. Moreover, denying the
unavoidable importance of framing, selecting and contesting expertise may lead to distort-
ing normative commitments. Instead, theories and practices of deliberative democracy
should engage more openly with the politics of expert authority, in order to fully realize its
potential for democratizing expertise.

Not all forms of scientific knowledge and expertise lend themselves to, or are in need
of, public participation and democratization (Collins and Evans, 2002). However, in cases
characterized by radical uncertainty, fact–value overlap and intractable controversies, as so
often experienced in environmental decision-making, public participation promises cogni-
tive virtues (Pellizzoni, 2003). On the basis of this case study, I argue that the democratic
potential of consensus conferences is intimately tied to, and indeed may well depend upon,
the public contestation of scientific judgments and assumptions. Disclosing expert commit-
ments and disagreements serves as a minimal precondition for citizens to exercise “rational
skepticism” towards dominant scientific claims. Whenever intractable controversies occur,
ranging from environmental economics to GMOs, electromagnetic fields and climate change,
consensus may thus be too ambitious a goal (Pellizzoni, 2001; Smith, 2003: 58–61). Rather,
staging expert dissent may foster heightened self-awareness amongst narrow specialists, as
well as enabling reasonable judgments from reflexive citizens to gain public recognition.28

Such cognitive virtues, I argue, may in turn exert positive influence on the democratic work-
ings of the science–policy nexus, beyond the confines of consensus conferences themselves.
In this sense, such conferences may function both as mediators and clarifiers of public con-
troversies, potentially enhancing the democratic legitimacy of successive expert-based polit-
ical decision-making.

Much, however, depends on the willingness and ability of experts to engage in reflex-
ive scrutiny of their knowledge claims. Indeed, at some stage during the expert testimonies,
the conference moderator jokingly suggested the need for a consensus conference for
experts afterwards. As is often the case with jokes, it might have carried a profound truth.
Environmental economists simply find it hard to respect notions of value incommensurabil-
ity and beauty beyond price (Whiteside, 2002: 291). According to an informal post-confer-
ence survey conducted by the project coordinator amongst expert panel members, some
environmental economists likewise expressed little appreciation of citizens’ value perspec-
tives, noting only how they apparently “would not listen.” In “knowledge societies” charac-
terized by extreme specialization, however, democratizing expertise is as much a learning
experience for experts as it is for citizens. To complement the public understanding of
science, we may well be in need of efforts to enhance “experts’ understanding of publics.”
In the language of Collins and Evans (2002), experts need to develop more “interactional
expertise” to appreciate the socially contextual and crosscutting knowledge contributions of
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lay citizens. Quite possibly, this will not come about without some form of science policy
innovation. Ideas of “extended peer communities” provide one suggestive avenue along
which reforms could be sought.

Having set out this potential for democratization, I want to end by briefly noting some of
the practical implications for future public participation projects.29 Most fundamentally, these
reflections point to a crucial challenge of initial framing (cf. Jasanoff, 2003). Care should be
taken in presenting the issues to citizens, keeping ethical, cognitive, and political spaces as
open and flexible as possible, subject to contestation. In particular, too strong attachments to
prior political commitments should be avoided, in order not to preclude certain possible
futures. Secondly, this case points to the importance of expert selection. The democratic
potential of deliberative projects depends on preventing any homogenization of expert panels,
in either disciplinary, institutional or value-orientation terms (Bruun Jensen, 2005: 232). In
particular, searching out heterogeneous forms of expertise in the shape of “hybrid” experts,
combining technical and ethical competencies, seems all-important. This relates to a third
challenge of boundary crossing. Simply relying too strictly on pre-established separations
between ostensible facts and values, or between technical, social and ethical dimensions of
a particular controversy, carries strong limitations for democratizing expertise. Instead,
opportunities should be fostered for challenging and re-negotiating these boundaries, for
instance when selecting and enrolling experts to specific tasks. Finally, a fourth challenge
consists in enhancing the consequences of citizens’ viewpoints. This challenge reaches
beyond the DBT and lies as much with politicians and experts who ought to take citizens
seriously (Bruun Jensen, 2005: 233). In particular, as should be clear from this case study,
democratizing expertise in the “knowledge society” will depend crucially on the willingness
of experts, and their political sponsors, to allow scientific citizens to influence their formerly
autonomous republic. In the case of environmental economics in Denmark, this willingness
seems to have been somewhat lacking. Hence, arguably, the full democratizing potential of
this consensus conference was not realized, although important cognitive virtues may still
have been manifested.

To return finally to the more general issues surrounding the democratization of exper-
tise, it has been noted (Elam and Bertilsson, 2002) how the level of engagement with
science enacted through processes of public participation will be highly variable, depend-
ing on the design of these tools of democracy. According to critics, the emerging policy
vogue for “listening to the public” through participatory measures may end up seriously
limiting the legitimate space for expressions of dissent, by imposing science-centered
notions of citizen incompetence (e.g. Wynne, 2005). While recognizing this danger, on the
basis of this case study I want to tentatively suggest that, given that the above challenges
are seriously addressed, meaningful public engagement can ensue from consensus confer-
ences, providing them with significant cognitive virtue. As such, they form important
experiments in “doing” the democratization of expertise. Importantly, however, we need to
pay simultaneous attention to other “interaction media” for the enactment of this democra-
tization: science centers and exhibitions (e.g. Maranta et al., 2003), lay involvement in
the co-production of knowledge (e.g. Callon, 1999), and community-based knowledge-
exchange networks (e.g. Carolan, 2005), to name some. Democratizing expertise is unlikely
to be a homogeneous process and we need sensitivity to the specific prospects and limita-
tions of each medium. As for consensus conferences, for all their potential cognitive
virtues, they remain singular, short-term events, with no guarantee of lasting impacts
(Mohr, 2002). Figuring out how the democratization of expertise may be institutionalized
into new forms of regular science–society “contracts” thus remains one of the major chal-
lenges ahead.
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Notes

1 To the extent that this has in fact been attempted, the focus has most often been on evaluating the scope of lay
people’s involvement, e.g. Guston (1999), Aldred and Jacobs (2000) and Rowe et al. (2004).

2 Sagoff (1988) is a particularly well-known example of a philosophically grounded, environmentalist critique.
3 I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for directing my attention to the limits of the juridical analogy for ana-

lyzing consensus conferences. Still, one should also resist the parallel temptation of simplifying the politics of
expertise in legal settings. As Sheila Jasanoff in particular has convincingly shown, this cannot be captured ade-
quately by a winner–loser dichotomy (e.g. Jasanoff, 1996).

4 To paraphrase the title of Latour’s famous ethnography of scientific practice from 1987, Science in Action.
5 In particular, such explorations would have to deal with complex normative issues of democratic legitimacy vis-

a-vis science, technology, expertise and politics. While normative justification is a hallmark of much delibera-
tive democracy theory, SSK tends to be much more empirical and descriptive. In this article, I adopt the
pragmatic approach of combining an SSK-inspired analysis with a minimal conception of “cognitive virtue,” as
defined in section 3. For a much more ambitious, elaborated, and radical, attempt at reconciliation between SSK
and democratic theorizing by a leading SSK proponent, see Latour (2004).

6 For an English-language introduction, see Andrew Jamison’s recent writings on the Lomborg spectacle (2003,
2004). While perceptive, his analysis does not, and indeed does not attempt to, capture the full complexity of the
situation surrounding environmental economic expertise in Denmark. This is the topic of a recent article of mine,
entitled (in Danish): “The Culture of Natural Capital: On the Rise of Environmental Economic Expertise in
Denmark”, to appear medio 2007 in the collected Danish-language volume Ecological Modernisation in Danish –
Changes in Environmental Protection, Copenhagen: Frydenlund.

7 Telephone interview conducted 2 April 2004. For reasons of anonymity, throughout the paper I refer to people
by their position rather than by their name.

8 In his recent study of a consensus conference, Casper Bruun Jensen (2005) does in fact gain access to expert
panel deliberations, by becoming himself a member of this. This “participant observation” ethnography obvi-
ously entails advantages, but it also involves a risk of “going native” and losing analytic distance.

9 I obviously acknowledge that this final statement is most probably the product of negotiation and compromise
amongst participating citizens. Nevertheless, it does represent a consensus statement.

10 For convincing analyses pointing to problematic aspects of particular consensus conferences in the UK, France
and Denmark, respectively, see Purdue (1996), Marris and Joly (1999), and Bruun Jensen (2005).

11 The Loka Institute (http://www.loka.org/pages/worldpanels.htm) provides a full list of consensus conferences
worldwide up until 2002.

12 Throughout the paper, I refer to the DBT’s final report on the consensus conference, called (in Danish) Pricing
the Environment? (Pris på miljøet?).

13 The term “extended peer community” is proposed by Funtowicz and Ravetz (1992) in their analysis of “post-
normal” science.

14 As evidenced by my wording, I consider environmental economics, as well as its mother discipline of econom-
ics, to be “sciences” in a general sense of this term. Hence, its certified practitioners possess specialized scien-
tific knowledge. Needless to say, the scientific status, or lack hereof, of economics is the topic of protracted
academic debate, particularly in the shape of self-scrutiny by economists (e.g. Yonay, 1998). Likewise, the sci-
entific expertise of economists, while omnipresent, is regularly contested in public debates. Analyzing the impact
of these factors on the consensus conference would, however, prove extremely difficult. Still, I am grateful to an
anonymous reviewer for pointing out this underdeveloped aspect of my study.

15 This label has widely been attached to Lomborg since the 1998 publication (in Danish) of his book The Sceptical
Environmentalist. Lomborg himself would reject the label, viewing himself instead as a defender of environ-
mental rationality. For an interesting analysis of the politics of Lomborg, see Jamison (2004).

16 Apart from these brief observations, suggesting lower-than-normal potential influence, no attempt is made here
to assess political impacts. See Joss (1998) and Guston (1999) for rare attempts at studying consensus confer-
ence impacts in Denmark and the US, respectively.
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17 This result is in line with experiences from previous consensus conferences (Marris and Joly, 1999: 17).
18 Needless to say, these points necessarily represent a selective reading. However, combined with the general state-

ments above, I believe they do convey the overall message of the citizen panel in a balanced manner.
19 In environmental economic cost–benefit analysis, the discount rate signifies the percentage rate at which future

cost and benefit streams should be discounted, or diminished, to take account of so-called myopic time prefer-
ences. In simpler terms, the larger the discount rate, the less long-term future events will “count” today. Not sur-
prisingly, choice of discount rate is a major source of dispute amongst environmental economists. I return to
aspects of these disputes in section 6 of the article.

20 These ambiguities are certainly acknowledged by the DBT, as seen in the awareness surrounding the selection of
experts and the attempts to screen out “hidden experts” amongst citizen panel applicants (Bruun Jensen, 2005: 226).

21 Besides, on the philosophical level, it does not entail a slip into irrationalism. Indeed, on the basis of Aristotle,
it is possible to provide accounts of the rational judgments of reliable testimonies (cf. O’Neill, 1993: ch. 8).
Hence the notion of “rational skepticism” employed in this article.

22 To Latour and his co-worker Callon, “translation” refers to the task of speaking in the name of other entities
(Yonay, 1994).

23 Denmark has several practicing ecological economists, at least one of whom (Inge Røpke) is internationally rec-
ognized, meaning that supply of expertise cannot be the reason.

24 I borrow these Weberian terms for their analytical value, not to signal adherence to his position of “value-free-
dom” in science (cf. Keat and Urry, 1982).

25 This remark obviously relies on my own judgment of their respective contributions.
26 This phrase is a quote from memory of his oral presentation.
27 Indeed, as already mentioned, consensus conferences may themselves be viewed as just such “socially extended

peer groups” (Fixdal, 1997).
28 Reasonable judgments are evidenced, I would argue, by several of the citizens’ recommendations on environ-

mental economics. By implication, I acknowledge that my own procedural account of the conference certainly
is not neutral to substantive issues of environmental economics. Indeed, “critical engagement” rather than “neu-
trality” seems the more defensible position in SSK analyses (cf. Wynne, 1996b: 360).

29 In doing so, I independently reach conclusions not at all dissimilar to the ones reached by Casper Bruun Jensen
(2005). I take this to confer some reliability to the points raised.
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